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SUMMARY

Accounts Receivable Processor is responsible for Preparing and distributing weekly and monthly 
customer ageing files to upper management, Assisting customer with their billing issues and 
posted payments to accounts, Posting payments to customer accounts and made journal 
adjustment entries into the oracle financials system.

SKILLS

Research, Problem-solving, and Time management skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Accounts Receivable Processor
ABC Corporation  August 2001 – February 2004 
 Gathered, processed, and cleared accounts receivable in a timely manner with minimal 

support from the Accounting team.
 Maintained an accurate record of all payments made to customers by maintaining a log of 

each transaction in a spreadsheet.
 Maintained a clean financial statement with minimal support from the Finance team 

(exceptions to this being when the company is underperforming).
 Coordinated with Sales and Marketing to priorities delivery dates and ensure customer 

satisfaction goals are met.
 Ensured that all invoices are paid on time.
 Negotiated terms with suppliers (especially if they are late on payments).
 Ensured that all invoices are paid before the end of each month.

Accounts Receivable Processor
Delta Corporation  1997 – 2001 
 Performed all duties required for accounts receivable processing Processed RP Solutions 

Invoice Keying - Record accounts receivable Processed RP .
 Processed medical remits into Scriptmed Balanced accounts receivable and accounts payable 

on clients accounts Separated invoices and recorded them.
 Posted employer reports and contributions Researched and resolved discrepancies Posted 

payroll audits submitted by employers Reconciled and prepared .
 Processed incoming donations to appropriate accounts Maintained confidential client 

information.
 Assisted credit manager in verifying packing list ensuring that it contains sales order 

information approved by salesman.
 Create invoice ensuring correct product and quantity shipped according to sales order.
 Interact with patients to resolve any billing discrepancies, also assist insurance companies 

and collection agencies with account questions Prepare .

EDUCATION

Bachelors in Accounting
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